What is AROVI®
and what is it used for?
USER INFORMATION GUIDE

This guide intends to further information contained in the
package insert for patients who have been prescribed AROVI®.
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AROVI® AROVI®
contains contains
the activethe
substance
called enoxaparin
sodium that
is a low
active substance
called enoxaparin
sodium
that molecular
is a low molecular
weight heparin
weight(LMWH).
heparin (LMWH).
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Preventing
Stopping
blood clots
blood
from
clots
forming
from forming
in your blood.
in your blood.
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Stopping existing blood clots from getting
any bigger. This helps your body to break them
down and stops them from causing you harm.

AROVI®
AROVI® works in
works in twotwo
ways
ways
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AROVI® is available in a range of strengths:

AROVI® 2,000 IU (20 mg)/0.2mL
AROVI® 4,000 IU (40 mg)/0.4mL
AROVI® 6,000 IU (60 mg)/0.6mL
AROVI® 8,000 IU (80 mg)/0.8mL

AROVI® 10,000 IU (100 mg)/1mL
AROVI® 12,000 IU (120 mg)/0.8mL
AROVI® 15,000 IU (150 mg)/1mL
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AROVI® AROVI®
is usually
administered
by injection
underneath
skin(subcutaneous).
(subcutaneous).
is usually
administered
by injection
underneaththe
the skin
Do not inject
AROVI®
a muscle.
Do not
injectinto
AROVI®
into a muscle.
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AROVI® AROVI®
is a clear,iscolourless
to pale yellow
a pre-ﬁlled
syringe ﬁtted
withﬁtted
an with an
a clear, colourless
to palesolution
yellow in
solution
in a pre-ﬁlled
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injection
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wash
your
hands
soap
anddry
water and dry the
First wash your First
hands
with
soap
andwith
water
and
them carefully. carefully.
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Administration
done in a comfortable
position. T
Administration is
done in a iscomfortable
position.
is recommended
the area
of the abdominal f
The injection isinjection
recommended
in the in
area
of the
tissue,
more
than
5 centimeters
fromthe
the navel. DO NO
abdominal fat tissue,
more
than
5 centimeters
from
injectininan
anirritated
irritatedsite,
site,near
nearaamole
moleoror scar. Select t
navel. DO NOT inject
injectionsite
site alternately
alternately on the
scar. Select the injection
theleft
leftand
andright sides.
right sides.
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Cleanse area
the with
selected
area suitable
with a skin suitab
Cleanse the selected
a skin
disinfectant
before the injection.
disinfectant before
the injection.

AROVI®
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pre-ﬁlled
pre-ﬁlled
syringesyringe
is now is
ready
nowto
ready
be used
to be used

CK

The subcutaneous
Injection Technique
The subcutaneous
injection technique

CLICK
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Remove the syringe
from the
thesyringe
individual
packaging
and packaging and
Remove
from
the individual
remove the cap remove
by pulling
The
air must
notThe
be air must not be
theﬁrmly.
cap by
pulling
ﬁrmly.
removed from theremoved
syringe. If
a drop
end appears
of
from
theappears
syringe.atIf the
a drop
at the end
the needle, it should
be removed
shaking.
Do not wipe
of the
needle, itby
should
be removed
by shaking. Do not
the needle to keep
it sterile
until use.
wipe
the needle
to keep it sterile until use.
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Make a skin foldMake
in thea abdominal
foreﬁnger
skin fold inarea
the with
abdominal
area with foreﬁnger
and thumb. The skin
mustThe
be maintained
during
and fold
thumb.
skin fold must
bethe
maintained during
injection.
the injection.
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The entire length
the needle
inserted
Theofentire
length should
of the be
needle
should be inserted
VERTICALLY withVERTICALLY
a 90-degreewith
angle
into the skin
fold.into the skin fold.
a 90-degree
angle
Slowly inject the
contents
pushing
thebyplunger
Slowly
injectbythe
contents
pushing the plunger
towards the cylinder
and maintaining
the skin
fold untilthe skin fold until
towards
the cylinder and
maintaining
the needle is removed
at the is
end
of the injection.
the needle
removed
at the end of the injection.
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Remove the syringe
whilethe
keeping
thumb
on the
Remove
syringeyour
while
keeping
your thumb on the
plunger. To prevent
bruising,
do not bruising,
rub or scratch
plunger.
To prevent
do notthe
rub or scratch the
puncture site after
injection.site after injection.
puncture
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Once the syringeOnce
has been
removed
the
skin fold,
the syringe
hasfrom
been
removed
from the skin fold,
press ﬁrmly on the
plunger
toon
activate
the safety
system.
press
ﬁrmly
the plunger
to activate
the safety system.
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activation
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syringe
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by throwing
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container The
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container
be closed
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tightly
be closed
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tightly
out and
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kept
reach
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the reach of children.
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To prevent
DO NOT
bruising
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DO
injection
NOT rub
site
theafter
injection
administration.
site after administration.
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Keep this medicine out
AROVI®
AROVI® preﬁlled syringes
are preﬁlled syringes
Keep this medicine out
of dose containers,
arediscard
single dose containers, discard
single
of the sight and reachofofthe sight and reach
children
any unused product unused product
children

Store at room
temperature
(store below 25°C)

Store at room
Do not
use
this
medicine after the e
Do not use this medicine
after
the
expiry
temperature
date
stated
on the label. Th
date which is stated on
thewhich
label.isThe
expiry
x
x last date
(store below 25°C)
refers
the last day of that m
date refers to the
day of
thatto
month

Do not freeze or
put in the fridge

Do not freeze or
put in the fridge

Do not
usenotice
this medicine
if you not
Do not use this medicine
if you
the
is damaged
or the product
syringe is damaged orsyringe
the product
is not clear

should
not be disposed
via wastewater
or household
waste. Ask
Medicines should notMedicines
be disposed
via wastewater
or household
waste. Ask
your pharmacist
howyour pharm
to dispose
the
no longerThese
required
medicines.
measures
will help protect the en
to dispose the no longer
required
medicines.
measures
will These
help protect
the environment.

What if….

What if….

If you use more
AROVI® than you
should

youuse
think
that you have used too much or too little AROVI®, tell your
If Ifyou
more
nurse orimmediately,
pharmacist immediately,
yousigns
have no
doctor,than
nurse
or pharmacist
even if youeven
haveif no
of signs of a pro
AROVI®
you
child accidentally injects or swallows AROVI®, take them to a hospita
a problem.
should If a child accidentally injects or swallows AROVI®, take
department
straight away.
them to a hospital casualty
department
straight away.

If you forget
to use AROVI®

If you forget to administer
yourself
a dose,yourself
do it as
soon
If you forget
to administer
a dose,
do as
it asyou
soon as you reme
If you
forget toDo
usenot administer
remember.
yourself
a double
dose dose
on the
day day to make
not administer
yourself
a double
onsame
the same
toAROVI®
make up for a forgotten
one.one.
Keeping
a diary
makesure
sureyou do not miss
forgotten
Keeping
a diarywill
willhelp
help to
to make
you do not miss a dose.

If you stop
using AROVI®

you have any
questions
on the use ask
of this
medicine, ask yo
If you have any furtherIf questions
onfurther
the use
of this medicine,
your
pharmacist
or nurse. for
It isyou
important
you to keep administering
doctor,
pharmacist
or nurse.
It is important
to keepfor
administering
If you
stop
using
injections
until your
doctor
to stop
them.stop,
If you stop, you co
AROVI®
injections until
your doctor
decides
todecides
stop them.
If you
AROVI®
clot which
canvery
be very
dangerous.
you could get a blood blood
clot which
can be
dangerous.

If you think that you have used too much or too little AROVI®, tell yo

Like other similar medicines
(medicines
to reduce
blood
clotting),
Like other similar
medicines
(medicines
to reduce
blood clotting), AR
AROVI® can have side
effects.
If you Ifsuffer
any symptoms
listed
on on the follow
have
side effects.
you suffer
any symptoms
listed
Ifthe
youfollowing
suffer a page, contact
If you suffer a
contact
your
A&E department,
doctor, or nurse imm
your
locallocal
A&E department,
doctor, pharmacist
side-effect
possible side-effect possible
pharmacist or nurse immediately.
Your
doctor
to keep
Your doctor may
decide
to may
keep decide
you under
closeryou
observation or cha
under closer observation
or change your medicine.
medicine.

ble sidePossible
effects side effects

may causeAROVI®
bleeding,may
which
maybleeding,
potentially
be life-threatening.
cases, the In some cases, the
cause
which
may potentially In
besome
life-threatening.
may not bebleeding
obvious. may not be obvious.

xperience anyIfbleeding
event that
not stop
bythat
itself
or ifnot
youstop
experience
of experience signs of
you experience
anydoes
bleeding
event
does
by itselfsigns
or if you
ve bleeding excessive
(exceptional
weakness,
tiredness,weakness,
paleness, tiredness,
dizziness, paleness,
headachedizziness,
or
bleeding
(exceptional
headache or
ined swelling),
consult your
doctor immediately.
unexplained
swelling),
consult your doctor immediately.

g AROVI® Stop
and talk
to aAROVI®
doctor or
nurse
at once
if you
develop
any signs
a severeany signs of a severe
using
and
talk to
a doctor
or nurse
at once
if youofdevelop
action (suchallergic
as difficulty
breathing,
the lips, mouth,
throat
or lips,
eyes).
reaction
(such asswelling
difficultyofbreathing,
swelling
of the
mouth, throat or eyes).

d tell your doctor
straight
You should
tellaway:
your doctor straight away:

ave any signIfofyou
blockage
of asign
blood
vessel byofa ablood
suchby
as:acramping
have any
of blockage
bloodclot
vessel
blood clotpain,
such as: cramping pain,
, warmth, or redness,
swelling in
one oforyour
legs inareone
symptoms
vein thrombosis;
warmth,
swelling
of your of
legsdeep
(symptoms
of deep vein thrombosis) or
ssness, chestbreathlessness,
pain, fainting or coughing
blood are
symptomsup
ofblood
pulmonary
embolism.
chest pain,upfainting
or coughing
(symptoms
of pulmonary embolism).

ave a painful rash
darkared
spotsrash
under
the skin
do notthe
go skin
awaywhich
whendo
you
If youofhave
painful
of dark
red which
spots under
notput
go away when you put
e on them. pressure on them.

or may request
bloodmay
test request
to checkayour
platelet
Your a
doctor
blood
test tocount.
check your platelet count.

ormationThe
included
information
in this included in this
urthers the
guide
information
furthers the information
ed in thecontained
package insert
in the package insert
ot intended
and is
tonot
replace
intended
the to replace the
of a healthcare
advice of
professional.
a healthcare professional.

ave anyIfquestions
you haverelating
any questions
VI®, please
relating
speak
to AROVI®, please speak
doctor, pharmacist
to your doctor,
or nurse
pharmacist or nurse
l be ablewho
to help
will you.
be able to help you.

Reporting of side effects:

ROVI Biotech Limited UK
Davis House 4th Floor, Robert Street
Croydon CR0 1QQ, UK

ENOX-UK-6-18/012

Reporting of side effects: If you suffer any side effects talk to your doctor,
pharmacist or nurse or call the NHS. This includes any side effects not listed
in the package insert. You can also report side effects directly via the Yellow
Card Scheme at https://yellowcard.mhra.gov.uk/. Adverse events should
also be reported to ROVI Biotech Limited UK on +44 (0) 203 642 06 77 or
uk-pharmacovigilance@rovi.com. By reporting side effects you can help
provide more information on the safety of this medicine

